How to Use Your Level 3 Teacher’s Manual
(copyright 2015-2018, black & white interior)

with the Color Edition Readers, Activity Book, and Word Cards
Are you using an original edition (copyright 2018 or earlier) All About® Reading Level 3 Teacher’s Manual?
Good news! Your older edition Teacher’s Manual is compatible with the color edition (copyright 2019 or
newer) Word Cards, Swing into Reading activity book, and the Chasing Henry and Shipwreck! readers. You’ll
simply need to make a few small changes to your older Teacher’s Manual.

Follow these steps to coordinate your original edition Teacher’s Manual with items from
the color edition:
1. On page 44-45, under the Practice Reading Words section, insert Word Card #10 MAY (you will
now need Word Cards #1-10 for this section). Skip the script that teaches the Leap Word OH as
Word Card #13 (the OH card has been eliminated). Adjust the numbering for the SAYS, EYE, and
HOUR cards so that they are numbers #11, #12, and #13, respectively.
2. On page 82, please note that only three Word Flippers are now included in this lesson and they
appear on pages 57-61. A new activity (“Party Monsters Eat Pickles”) has been inserted on pages
55-56.
3. On page 246, under the Practice Reading Words section, Word Card #226 HOOD has been
replaced with #226 POOR.
4. On page 275, under the You Will Need section, please note that you will need Word Cards
#259-267 for this lesson.
5. On page 279, under the Teach Two Leap Words section, you will also be teaching a third Leap
Word, #267 WRESTLE. It is a Leap Word because the t is silent.
6. On page 288, under the Practice Reading Words section, the Word Cards have been adjusted
as follows: KNEE is #268, KNEEL is #269, KNEW is #270, KNIFE is #271, KNIGHT is #272. The card
for KNIT has been deleted.
7. On page 329, under the Practice Adding Suffix SION section, change the reference to page
number 305 to page 311. Under the Complete the Activity Sheet section, change the page
number references for “Collect the Monkeys” to 305-308. A new activity (“Take a Vacation”)
now appears on pages 309-310.
8. On page 331, the sheets for the Practice Fluency section now appear on pages 312-313.
9. On page 333, under the You Will Need section, please note that you will need Swing into
Reading pages 315-317. Under the “Read the Warm-Up Sheet for ‘Trash Can Band’” section,
change the page number reference to 315.
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10. On page 335, under the Match Characters to Their Instruments section, change the page
number reference to 317.
11. The Chasing Henry and Shipwreck! readers are completely compatible with the older edition
Teacher’s Manual. The story Atticus Builds a Bridge in the Shipwreck! reader has been retitled as
Atticus Borrows Some Boards. (Note: Due to minor updates and edits to the stories, you may need
to occasionally adjust the comprehension questions and/or page number references in the New
Teaching section of the “Read a Story” lessons in your older Teacher’s Manual.)
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